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I. INTRODUCTION

1. The African external problem persists notwithstanding the
various initiatives that have been announced by some donor
countries and multilateral institutions designed to alleviate
Africa's external debt burden. ' Worth recalling in this context
also are some actions of the African Heads of state and Government.
For i~stance their adopting in 1987 a comprehensive framework for
a lasting solution to the problem.' An" African Common Position
on Africa's External Indebtedness".

2. This paper therefore attempts to lay down a general framework
for analyzing the impact of declining commodity prices in the 1980s
and the associated heavy dependency on exports of primary products
has had on African countries. More importantly, on these
countries' capacity to service their external obligations. In
other words, if commodity prices had rema'ined stable during this
period and the African economies' export base more diversified,
would the continent have been in a better position to service its
external obligations.

3. Thus the second chapter analyzes Africa's dependency on
primary commodities as a source of export earnings and how this has
affected the continent's overall economic performance in recent
years. The third chapter looks at developments which took place in
commodity prices of interest to Africa during the 1980s compared
with the preceding decade. The fourth chapter lays down a broad
framework for analyzing the impact deteriorating terms of trade in
the 1980s may have had on the overall economic performance of
African economies through backward and forward linkages. The fifth
chapter reviews the African external debt situation in the 19808
and provides a framework for examining the impact declining
commodity prices had on the capacity of African countries to meet
their debt service payments. The conclusion summarizes tbe
approach that can be used in carrying out country studies intended
analyze the impact of declining commodity prices had in the 1980s

1 The debt relief initiatives have included: the Baker
Plan(1986), the Toronto Plan (1988), the Brady Plan (1989), and
the Trinidad and Tobago Plan (1990). The World Bank has also
tried to put in place some initiatives designed to alleviate the
debt burden of the poorest countries while the international
Monetary Fund has been experimenting with the "Rights of
Accumulation Programme".

a The "African Common Position on Africa's external
Indebtedness" was adopted by the Third Extra-Ordinary Session of
the Assembly of African Heads of state and Government of the
Organization of African unity (OAU) beld in December 1987.
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on the capacity of most African countries to service their external
debts with a view to provide lessons for future action.

II • AFRICA I S DBPBNDDCY ON BXPOR'l'S OF PRDlARY PRODUCTS

4. Africa's heavy dependency on primary commodities as a source
of export earnings continued unabated into the 1980s. In a number
of cases, a large proportion of a country's export earnings were
derived from a single primary commodities or two. For the continent
as a whole, the ratio of exports of primary commodities ( excluding
exports of oil) to total exports increased from 19 percent in 1980
to 30 percent in 1987.

5. Africa's continued dependency on primary products as a major
source of export earnings as well as its income generating
activities was a major factor in their poor performance during the
period under consideration. The situation was made worse
particularly in the face of falling commodity prices. Prices of
primary products plummeted while prices of its imported
manufactures rose by a considerable margin.

AFRICA: DEPENDENCE ON EXPORTS
OF PRIMARY PRODUCTS
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6. Africa's dependency
on exports of primary
products has over the
last two decades not
changed significantly,
notwithstanding some of
the efforts made by a
number of African
countries to diversify
their economies.
Statistics indicate that
in 1975, thirty five
( 35) African countries
out of fifty countries
(50) had a dependency
ratio on exports of
primary products of over
seventy-five percent
(75t). By 1980, twenty-
seven of them had a
dependency ratio of over
75 percent and no change
by 1987. These
s ta tis tics clear1y (Excludes Oil ExporlS)

indicate that during the Figure 1
last two decades the
continent had not
achieved any significant measure of success in diversifying its
production and export base. This heavy dependency on production

!-----------------------------------
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and export of primary products weighed heavily on the continent and
reduced its rate of economic growth and development in the 1980s as
prices of primary products progressively declined.

7. A majority of African countries export tropical products,
primarily agricultural raw materials, crude petroleum and mineral
products. For a majority also only a few primary commodities are
very important. The main basket consists of Cocoa, coffee, tea,
sugar, groundnut, cotton and animal and animal products.> ~he
heavy dependency of African countries on exports of primary
products is also reflected in the concentration of countries
exporting a particular primary commodity.

8. Cocoa production and export is concentrated mainly in West
Africa and Central Africa. The major exporters are Cate O'Ivoire,
Ghana, Cameroon, and Nigeria. Major African tea producers and
exporters are concentrated mainly in the Eastern and Southern
African sub-region. Major exporters are Kenya, Malawi, and
Zimbabwe. Among the countries in Central Africa, Rwanda and Burundi
are the important exporters of tea. The same pattern of
concentration prevails for exported groundnuts, in the case of West
Africa (Senegal, Gambia, Mali as major the major exporters)
notwithstanding the fact that countries like Sudan and Mozambique
also export significant amounts.

9. This pattern of SUb-regional concentration of production and
exports of limited primary products also applies to tobacco and
meat exports (concentrated mainly in Eastern and Southern Africa).
The two major copper exporters (Zambia and Zaire) are in different
sub-regions, they are nonetheless neighbours. This sub-regional
concentration of production and export of certain primary
commodities implies that adverse developments, be they fluctuations
in commodity prices or climatic conditions, tend to have serious
implications not only on individual countries but on sub-regions as
a whole.

10. Some other products like coffee, sugar and cotton are produced
and exported by more than one African SUb-region. For example out
of the eleven major coffee exporters, four are in Eastern and
Southern Africa, four from Central Africa, and one (rom West
Africa. Similarly, out of the nine major African exporters of
sugar, two (Madagascar, Mauritius) is the Indian OCean subregion,
three are in Eastern and Southern Africa, two in West Africa, and
one in Central Africa. In the same vein, cotton production and its
export structure is concentrated in Zimbabwe and Tanzania (Eastern
and Southern Africa), Eqypt and Sudan (North Africa), and Cate

• Mark Gersovitz and Christina H. Paxson : The Economies of
Africa and the Prices of their Exports, Princeton Studies in
International Finance, No. 68, October, 1990, pp.4
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O'Ivoire, Mali, Burkina Faso (West Africa).

III. COMMODITY PRICBS IN THE 19705 AND 19805

11. The high concentration of most African countries in exporting
in one or a few commodities explains why prices each country
receives for its exports are determined by international markets
with little influence by the producer/exporter. Ordinarily, it
should be quite easy to forecast the medium to long term trends of
developments in prices in such markets. However, as the 1980s have
demonstrated, it is extremely difficult to forecast movements in
commodity prices.

12. A number of theories have been advanced to try and predict
laedium to long term movements in cOlBlllodity prices. There haVe been
longstanding debate about the trend in real prices of primary
commodities. One body of opinion argues that these prices could
rise over time but the opposite view argues that the opposite is
most likely to be the case.

13. The theories which support the argument that real commodity
prices will tend to rise over time basis itself on what is
inevitable for prices of exhaustible resources. For instance as
minerals and petroleum become scarcer it is reasonable to assure
that prides for these products will tend to rise as the resources
are e~austed. A similar argument is used for trends .in .prices of
inexhaustible commodities that can be hoarded in order to derive
profit from future price movements. In order to hoard such
commodities, in~ividual hoarders·of such stocks must anticipate
that the price will rise by the rate of interest plus any physical
cost of holding suck stocks, otherwise they would not hold· the
stocks.

14. Arguments haVe also been put forward suggesting that as
producers become aware of their market power, they tend to create
produc_r cartels with a view to raising prices. Consumers have
usually feared the formation of producer cartels, with their usual
effect of a one time increase in the price of each primary
C01IIIIIOdity as it is successfully monopolized. Contrary arguments
include the possibility that the terms of trade of primary
producers· will tend to decline if the variables should chanqe.
This argument is based on empirical evidence that technological
changes in manufacturing and consUlllption tend to continuously
reduce the demand for natural raw materials in production. The
substitution of synthetics for natural fibers in manUfacturing is
a good example.

15. Gersovitz and Paxson argue that none of these theories appear
to adequately explain trends in cOlBlllodity prices, especially in the

--------------------q
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light of the experience of the 1980s.' The study, covering the
period 1950-1987, showed that for a group of primary commodIties,
the price index for each cOlllmodity tended to decline durjlng this
period. Secondly, the cOll\l!lodit:y groups exhibited considerable
year-to-year variability. The autihor-s also found that the downward
trend in cOllllllOdity pricesseellled stronger for edible fats and oils
and agricultural non-fClO4i produc'l:ll.

16. 'rechnological cnanqes in Inanufacturing in indust2~ialized

countries and the newly industrializing countries (NICs) have in
recent years also tended to prC)grEIElsively reduce the dElmand for raw
mat.erials as synthetic substitutes have replaced natural raw
materials in production as well ,as consumption. The often cited
examples have included the, substit:ut:lon of synthetics for natural
fibbers,of optic fiber for copper wire, and of electronic methods
of transmitting informlll:ion instead of the physical method of
moving documents which use fuel.' Technological changes in
consumption have included an awareness by ccnsuaees in
industrialized countries of th'El perceived health hazards of
consuming certain natural commod I tLes , such as caffeirlE! in coffee,
aflatoxin in groundnut lIleal, and such other health-'related
requirements currently being imposed on imports from developing
countries. These factors have contributed to the decl i ne in
commodity prices of a number ·of primary products on ,,,hieh Africa
depends for its export e!lrninqs.

17. The general trend of world commodity prices in the 1980s 1~as

a downward movement (see Table 1)., notwi thstanding periodic annua I
increases in prices of a li:m1 ted number of cOllllllOdities. TJ:-lis
trend was even more pronounced foc primary commoditil~s of export
intere!lt to Africa. We,rld .primary (~(11\Ullodity prices for all food
items declined at an annual averllge rate of 8 percent during the
1980-1985 period. Those of agricultural non-Toed items, declined by
nearly 6 percent. Prices of miner111s (excluding fuels) recorded an
average rate of decline of nearljr 4 percent. In the salllJ8 vein,
prices of all primary commodiitie!1 declined at. an average rate of
more than 3 percent, and the sub-group of non-fuel .primary
commodities registered a yearly decline of 7 percent.

, Mark Gersovitz and Chri,;tina H. Paxson, opcIt;; PP.26

• For a discussion on the imp,act of technol09ical changes on
Africa's export earninq capacity ~IEle, Mark Gersovitz and Christina
H. Paxson : Tbelcoftolli,es o:f A£riCl!l and the Prices of their
Exports, Princeton Studies in International Finance, No. fie,
ootober, 1990,pp.26
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WORLD·PRIMARY COMMODITY PRICES, 1980-1990
AND FORECASTS FOR 1991 AND 1992

(Percentage changes) Ca>
80-85 85-90 90 91 92

ColllllOdity Group Actual Forecasts

All food items -8.0 5.9 1.1 -5.7 4.4

Agricultural non-food ·'5.8 6.2 2.0 -1.6 1.7

Minerals excl. fuels -4.3 8.5 20.4 -0.2 3.8

Fuels ·'1.5 -4.3 26.4 -10.0 5.0
All primary co_od. -3.4 -0.6 15.1 -6.8 4.2

of which

non-fUel primary coma. -7.0 6.2 2.5 -3.7 3.5

IIBIIO ITBII

Unit value index of -3.0 9.4 9.8 5.4 4.5manufactures (b>
....., VIe'DD 1.. oa1aIl1d",- .... GlllIftiUd ••tiOJl_, JIoetAtJ,. IIIJJCl.-. td ftIItJRt., ......%aD ec t.......u.

Ca. JlrWI&l plW1_ par.
r.) o.1t val.. t.,... 01 .....,aobarid ...... ~..., :by 6eft1oplld

..n:a1:.......-y aoaat:rl••

18. During the second half of the 1980s, a modest improvement
occurred in prices of some 'primary products,. notwithstanding that
the international market for primary commodities remained weak.
Price•. of . all primary products declined at an average rate of
slightly less than one percent. during this period. Prices of non
fuel primary products' remained generally weak, especially t.hose of
beverages.

19. Figures 1 and 2 show trends in commodity prices of export
interest to Africa during the 1970s and 1980s olassified broadly
into prices of "beverage commodities" and "non-beveraqe
co_odities". The composite group of beverage commodities include
cocoa, coffee, tea, and sugar. Non-beverage commodities on the
other hand consist of oopper, cotton, and tobacco. A number of
important observations can be made from these charts.

20.. Firstly, for the beverage group, close substitutes prices of
these commodities tend to have a similar cyclical pattern, rising
together and then falling together. This clearly is a sober fact
for those African countries which have tried to diversify their
export bases by producing more than one of these oollllllodities.
Secondly, during the early 19']Os prices of most of these
cOlllJllOdities remained virtuallY stable but rose significantly during
the latter 1970s. However, in the 1980s notwithstanding increases'. .

~----------------------------------------_.+
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ECocoa ...... Coffee" Sugar" Tea I

o"-"--C--'-C--'~ ~'-'-"~~±l~~C2-J

75 76 77 78 79 80 81 8283 84 85 86 87

Figure 2Beverage Commodities

21. Although a slightly different
trend prevailed for non-beverage
prim&ry ,~ommodities of interest to
Afric.} nonetheless it is possible to
discern an improvement in prices of
copper, cotton and tobacco in the
1970s, and a marked decline in prices
of copper and cotton in the 1980s.

I '- Copper + Cotton ..~ TO"baCCOJ

76 77 78 79 80 6' 82 83 84 85 86 67

in prices recorded in some
years (blip years), the
general situation which
prevailed was one of a weak
international market for most
of these commodities

US Cents per pound

Figure 3Non-Beverage
Commodities

22. In summary, it can be stated that while sOllle improvement in
prices of primary products of African interest occur-red in the
1970S, African countries faced weak international markets for most
of their primary exports in the 19808. Furthermore for those
countries which had tried to expand their export bases by producing
more than one beverage commodity, this did not help as prices of
cocoa, coffee, and tea those pro4ucts faced a similar cyclical
·pattern. An evaluation of the imp,sct brought to bear by declining
commodity prices had on the performance of African countries in the
1980s and their capacity to service debt is therefore warranted.
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IV. COIIIIODITY PRICES A1fD AFRICAlI ICOROIIIC GROII'l'B

23. Following the attainment of in4ependenoe by most Afrioan
countries, a belief .merged that sustainable economio developaent
based on increased production in the export sector , particularly
exports of primary products, was possible. Accordingly, a nUJllber
of African oountries began to expand production of primary
oommodities as a main source not only of export earnings but also
income generation.

24. The uncertain trends and unstable patterns of export earnings
experienced by IIIOst African countries in the 19S0s put into serious
doubts the efficacy of the theory of export-Ie4 growth as a basis
for sustainable development in Africa, particularly in an
environment of. prolonge4 deoline in coamodity prices. It became
obvious that suco.ssful export-led growth in Africa would
invariably require, in the lIedium to long term, structural shifts
in Africa's production patterns; more in favour of manUfacturing
and away from heavy dependency on primary production.

25. These doubts had been raised before and were reiterated by
Pearson and Cownie and their colleagues as early as 1914.·
Neverthelesa, Africa continued to be encouraged by aid donor
countries, multilateral institutions an4 economic theorists to
continue to expand production of primary commodities .as their main
source of export earnings and incomes.

26. This chapter examine. the contribution export in4ustries may
have ma4e to the continent'. development proce•• during the late
1970s and 1980s. The aim is to examine the degree to which exports
of primary ooaaoditi•• in Africa were able to stimulate, through
forward and baokward as well as other linkages, the African
economies towards sustainable development.

21. Literature is abundant on n net social gains" to be derived
from a country prolllOting export industries. This is defined as,
the total value of cOlIIDodities produce4 minus the value of the
intermediate oommodities and factors of production used as inputs
plus net external effects. It is also alternatively defined as,
the net value of foreign exchange earned by the export activity
minus the value of the 40mestic resouroes used in the production of
the export commodity plus net external effects.

28. Net sooial gain i. also a composite of econo.ic rent, profits,
and the 4ifference between actual prioe an4 shadow price of the
output of the export activity an4 the inpUts use4 in its

• SCott R. Pearson and John Cownie, COlDIDodity Exports and
African Economic oevelopment,Lexington Book.,D.C. Heath an4
Company, 1914.

--------------------------------- ...t·-.....~I
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production. Ioonollic rent is associated with the scaroity of
fact.or. ofproduct.ion used in the export'activity. Profit i. the
difference between the value earned by ~e export activity minus
the costs of production. The difference between the actual price
and the shadow prices of inputs used in the export activity Which
measures the opportunity cost of the factors of production used in
the activity for the economy at large.'

29. The relationship between export prices and growth in
developing eoonomi•• has been extensively debated upon and remains
a controversial iasue in international trade and deve19paent
theory. There is still disagreement alllOltq acade.ioians and policy
..kers over What thellediWll-to-lonq tent trends in the teras of
trade are, over how export instability affect. inv_tJDent and
qrowth, and even over the degree to Which growth is limited by
export earning•.

30. A stUdy by aa.u and McLeod revealed that a one time export
price shock haa perunent effects on the level of output but. only
a temporary effect on the qrowth of developing countrie.. With a
positive shock, the growth rate increa.es in the year ot the shock
and then falls .the next year. However, the subsequent fall never
off.ets the initial increaslB, such that the output level and
averaqe rate of growth are left permanently higher.'

31. The stUdy of these two authors concluded that in both the
fixed (closed economy) and flexible (open economy) export share
economies, a one time (transient) improvement in export prices
permanently rai.e. both the level and the average qrowth rate of
output from the period of the shock forward (compared to its pre
shock growth path and all else constant). The authors found that
growth overshoots in response to terms of trade shock and then
returns to pre-shock levels after about 3 to 4 years, with about
a third of the initial shock persisting beyond the four-year
period.

J2. Similarly, a once-for-all deterioration in the terms of trade
would lead to a decline in the level and the average rate of growth
of output from the period of the shock forward. However, the
decline in the average rate of growth of output would be moderated
in subsequent years if this J.s a single shock.

·33. For African countries, however, the deterioration in the
terms of trade in the 1980a has been proqre8siva and continuOu8 and

7 Scott R. Pearson and John Cownie, Opcit. PP.2

• parantep Beau and Darryl McLeod, -Terms of Trade
Fluctuations and EconOlllic Gro",th in Developing Bconomles", Vol. 37.
No. 1/2, November, 1991, PP. 89 - 110
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aocordingly the n_qative impaelt of these develoPJllents on the levels
and rat•• of growth of output have been cumulative. It is not
surprising in sl.lCih ciroa.tanees that lIost of these. 800nollie. have
recorded progressively negative rates of growth of output in the
1980s and their' oapaoities to llIeet their external obligations
severely eroded•.

34. Export growth as a key faotor in promoting eeonomio growth has
been much amphasiled in the context of the externalities generated
by the expansion of the export industry. Aocording to this
arquaent, export expansion raises factor productivity and leads to
econoaic growt:h by giving rise to various benefits, such as more
efficient use of resources and. adoption of teehnoloqioal
innovations, resulting from foreign cOlIpetition, greater oapacity
utilization and gains of scale effects associated with large
international markets.

35." A substantial allOunt of inter-country comparisons appear to
sU9gest the existence' of a positive relationship between export
expansion and eoonOllio growth. Demetrios Moschos' study analyzed
the effect. of export expansion on economic growth using an
aqgregate supply analysis which included labor and capital as
determinants of output. It focused on the relationship between
export expansion and econo.ic growth by means of a cross-country
multivariate analysis of growth and showed that a critical
thre.hOld level of development exists below and above which there
are sicptificant difference. il\ response of output. growth t.o export
expansion.··· .

36. By co.parine) the. impact of export expansion on growth of "Dare
advanced" developing countries to that of "10w- incolle II countries
Moschos found that the effect e)f export expansion on ag9r89ate
growth appears to be stronge,r under the "low-inco.... developing
oountri.s than for "hi9h-inciollle" developing oountries. '° Thia
evidence would appear to indicate that "low-inoo_" developing
economies benefit IIOst from export oriented growth and corollary
their output growt:h is IIOst adversely affected by shrinkage in
export growth.

37. At an _pirical level 'this study tries to ascertain the
impact deterloratingtel'1lls of trade in the 1980s had on the
economic performance of African countries. The stUdy draws upon
previous eapiricalstudies on this suPject which have shown that
through forward and backward linkages I the performance of the

• Demetrios Hoschos, "Export Expansion, Growth and the Level of
Economic Development: An Empirical analysis, II Journal-21
Deyelppptn1; 1Q0nomigl'; Vol. 30, No.1, January, 1989.

10 Demetrios Mosohos, Op cit.
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export sector affects the level of output and the rate of growth of
an econOllY.

v. XlIPACT 01' DBCLDfXIIG COIWODXTY PlUCBS otr DEBT SBRVXCB
CAPACI'l'Y OF .tlPRICAII CUUJi'l'RIBS

38. Recent fluctuations in primary prices have rekindled interest
in the question of how te~s of trade movements affect econoaic
growth and capacity of countries to meet their external
obligations. xt is generally acknowledged that variable export
prices apart from introducing instability in export earnings of
countries also affect other macro-economic variables, such as
government revenue. end expenditures, investment, economic growth
and income level., as well as employment.

A. PImIloppgnq in Africa's Jxterpal Debt Profile

39. Africa/s external debt profile underwent a significant
transformation in the 1980s both in qualitative te~s as well as
struoture. Afrioa/s major debt indicators show that the region's
external debt outstanding did not only rise sharply during this
period but its struoture also changed siqnif~cantly. The
proportion of commercial debt in Africa's total debt declined While
that of official debt (both bilateral and multilateral) rose.
Furthermore, the increase in Africa's debt outstanding during the
latter half of the 1980s was not as a result of new borrowing by
African countries but instead due primarily to: rising
international interest rates, capitalization of intsrest and
arrears, volatility in exchange rates of major currencies in which
Africa/s debt ie denominated, and debt rescheduling and refinancing
which tended to add to Africa's debt burden rather than reduce
it."

40. Africa's total long-term debt outstanding nearly trebled
during the latter half of the 1970s having risen from US$ 27.7
billion in 1975 to USS 107.8 billion in 1980, >,an increase of
US$80.1 billion or 289 percent. Th~s was the period of the oil
price boom and hilJher commodity prices which gave most of the
countries false hope. that the economic problellil they were>
experiencing were simply liquidity Shortfalls and accordir.igly could
be financed. During the period 1980-1982, whioh was prior to debt
rescheduling by moet Afrie_n coun~ries. ~otal external debt

11 For further reading on the African debt problell S8e :
"BooDOllic Ref'Onl Progr-_.. > in Africa and the Debt prob:l_",
E/ECA/TRAba/91/26; "AqsQda for Resource 1'1oIna: > Africa in the lIev
WOrld orcser", E/ECA/TRAPE/91/16; Report or the I'oQrtb see.ion of .
the Conference of African ainisters of Finance, E/ECA/TRADE/91/36.
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outstanding of African countries rose by US$ 21.0 billion or 19
percent to reach a level of US$ 128.8 billion. The period between
1982 and 1987 was one of periodic rescheduling of debt by most
African countries as their capacity to meet their external
obligations Qecame constantly eroded by declining terms of trade,
falling real net resource flows and other factors which resulted in
serious balance of payments problems, for nearly all African
countries, except a few. Africa's external deb,t stock rose by US$
90.8 billion between 1982 and 1987 or 70 percent to reach US$ 219.6
billion by the end of that period.

41. The world economic situation prevailing during a greater part
of the 1980s was such that it made it difficult for most African
count-riGs to service their external obligations. The earning
capacity of most African countries had been eroded to such an
extent that even purchasing basic imports was becoming a serious
problem, let alone meet their external debt service payments.

42. Regardlesa of these
difficulties, a number
of African countries
continued to service
their debts and
notwithstanding the
burden this was imposinq
on th$ir fragile
economies. Africa's
total external debt
service increased
payments from US$ 7.5
billion in 1975 to US$
11.7 billion by 1980,
US$ 11.8 billion by 1982
and US$ 31.7 billion by
1987. Thus between 1982
and 1987 Africa's total
external debt service
payments nearly doubled.

Millions US $

43. An examination of
the' individual country m\Total External Debt [holel Debt Service
profiles of the external
debt service ratios Figure 4Africa: Total External Debt and
shows that in 1975 only Debt service
four (4) countries had
their external debt
service ratios around 20 percent or above. However, by 1980 this
number had risen to thirteen countriea (13) and by. 1983 to twenty
one (21) countries and by 1987 to twenty-four(24). similarly,
While in 1980 only t'lree (3) countries had their external debt

..T ...· ---------------------------------...,.-+
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service ratios at about 40 percent or above, by 1983 this-number
had risen to five (5) and by 198" to twelve (12). Thisshowe an
upward trend in Africa (Collectively and individually) of
earmarking a larger proportion of its scarce foreign exchange to
servicing the external debt.

44. A comparison of Africa's total external debt -outstanding to
Gross Domestic Product (GOP) shows that this ratio which was only
18 percent in 1975 rose to 32 percent by 1980, 43 percent by 1983
and 76 percent by 1987. Furthermore, while in 1.975 only four (4)
countries had a ratio of 50 percent or above, by 1980 this number
had risen to eighteen (18), and by 1983 to twenty-eight (28), and
by 1987 to thirty-six (36). Similarly, while in 1983 only three
(3) countries had a ratio of 100 percent -and above, by 1987 the
nwaber had increased to twenty (20) llnd five of these countries had
a ratio llbove 200 percent. These statistics do clearly reveal that
Africa's external debt burden rcse sharply during the latter half
of the 1980. and the continent's capacity to service its external
obligations became extensively eroded by developments both abroad
and at home.

45. A cursory examination of the major economic indicators shows
clearly-the dismal performance of African economies in the 1980B.
While Gross Domestic Product at current price. for the continent as
a whole grew at an average rate of 16 percent, and 5 percent in
constant terms during the period 1975-1979, but grew at an average
rate of only 5 percent in nominal termB and slightly above 1
percent in real terms during the years 1980-1983. For the period
1984-1987 both noainal and constant GOP decelerated at average
annual rates of 3 percent and slightly above half a percent,
respectively. Per capita incomes in most African countries fell
progressively during the second half of the 1980s.

46. Although these aggregate figure. may conceal individual
country performanoe, nonetheless they do provide a global overview
of the performance of African economies during this period. A
review of the export performance of African countries during this
period shows that while exports of goods and services recorded an
annual average rate of growth of nearly 9 percent during the period
1975-1979, during the years 1980-1983 they declined at an annual
average rate of nearly 7 percent and declined further at an average
rate of 4.5 percent during the years 1984-1987.

B. Qer;Unlng Q tUty Pdgee and Afrigo'. CAD"'ity
to 8eryiga Merge! Debt

47. The issues ooncerning the causes of export earnings
instability and the impact on the econolllic growth of less-developed
countries have been reoeiving oonsiderable attention sinoe the
1950s. Chung Ming Wong in a paper stUdying export instability in
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less developed c~ntries tried to disa99r8CJate export instability
generated by dome.tic disturbances (those affecting export supply),
froll instability generated by foreign demand disturbances. .

48. The author found that export instability originates lIainly
from foreign sources. In particular, some countries tend to
experience greater instability becau•• of gre.tervariaUons in the
share of their main cOBlllOdities in world trade and in the share of
their exports in major foreign markets. aeographic concentration
is also important for countries with comparatively low proportions
at exports going to developed countries and those with high food
ratios in exports.

49. The authOX' also disoovered that export inst.ability did not
appear to be any higher for oountries that expbrt to unstable
economies or specialize in coamoditie.with unstable world trade.
Purtheraore, do..seio supply fluctuations explained only a small
part of international differences in export instability, and only
amol:lg oountries with very high food rstios in exports.

SO. Declining collllllOdity prices and technological changes have
signlticantlyillpaired Africa's export earning oapacity and in turn
sharply eroded its ability to meet its external obligations. Total
export earnings of African countries more than doubled between 1975
and 1980, the period of the oil and coDllOdity price boom, rising
from US$ 35.9 billion in 1975 to US$ 94.7 billion in 1980. During
t.his salle period earnill9s of African countries from exports of
priaary products, excluding oil exports, increased by 60 percent,
rising froll US$ 11.5 billion to US$ 18.4 billion.

51. However, during the 1980s due to fact.ors enumerated above,
the performance of the African export sector was rather dismal as
t.ot.al export earnings fell by 44 percent during the years 1980 
i 987, reaChifteJ a level of US$53. 4 billion (collpared. to US$ 94.7
!:lillian in'1980); Similarly, earnings froll exports of primary
commodities, excluding oil exports, dropped to a level ot US$ 15.8
bUUon (froll a level of US$ 18.4 billion in 1980).

52 • Hence the opportune tille to analYle further the impact
declininq commodity pricee had on Africa's capacity to service its
external debt durinq the 1980s. The first process of the analysis
will attempt to determine the extent of loss in foreign exchange
earninqs incurred by Atrican countries as a result ot declining
cOllllllodity prices during the period. The second stage will
calculate ~ _xter:nal debt service ratios of selected African
count~ie. based on ·the three ,.suaptions as to the trends in
colDllodity price•. The third stage will consists of comparisons of
sillUlated external debt. .ervice ratios with actual ratios that
prevailed for each of the ••lected 'countrie••

53. The study will also evaluate the impact deolining oommodit.y
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prices had on Africa's capacity to meet its external obligation
through the impact of changes in the terms of trade on Gross
Domestic Product (GOP). The analysis would entail examining the
extent to which GDP of selected African countries was adversely
affected by fluctuations in the terms of trade and how this in turn
affected the ratio of external debt outstanding of selected African
countries to their GDP; which is one of the measures of a
country's external debt burden.

VI. CONCLUSION

54. The lessons to be derived from country studies may be
summarized as follows. Firstly, while the African external debt
crisis of the 19808 has been attributed to various factors,
nonetheless the decline in commodity prices was among those factors
which seriously exacerbated the problem. The extent of the crisis
would have been moderated if commodity prices of interest to Africa
had not declined precipitously. Secondly, notwithstanding the
numerous debt relief measures that have been put in place to
alleviate the Afrioan debt crisis, the problem persists. A lasting
solution to the problem would invariably have to contain measures
needed to improve the continent's export earning capacity.

55. The loss to Africa in export earnings in the 1980s arising
from the decline in commodity prices would be computed using the
three scenarios based on the difference between actual commodity
prices that prevailed in 1980s and simulated prices. The erosion
in Africa's capacity to service its debt arising from the decline
in commodity prices would then be determined by comparing actual
debt service ratios of selected African countries during the 1980s
to computed debt service ratios using the three scenarios indicated
above.

56. The results of the country studies would invariably indicate
that the African debt crisis was not only an African economic
crisis but more importantly a "commodity crisis" which most
African countries could not deal with because of their heavy
dependency on primary commodities.




